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The independent automakers who had survived the depression of the 1930s had flexibility and
enough capital from the war to be the first to launch all-new models for a car starved nation. So
lucrative was the American post-war car market that new automobile companies were also
formed to cash in on the pent-up demand for new cars. This is their story told through text and
the use of contemporary brochures, period literature, factory photos, road test info and over 90
new, unpublished color photos of restored examples to relate the importance of these historic
vehicles.
JeepEight Decades from Willys to WranglerMotorbooks
Ninety-five years of collector vehicles are presented in this updated 15th edition, offering more
than 257,000 prices. All U.S. models are covered from 1901 to 1995. Instructions on how to
use this reference aid consumers in valuing vehicles. Experts also provide advice on buying
and selling collector cars. Adopted from Old Cars Price Guide, the highly acclaimed
1-to-6-vehicle condition rating scale is utilized, giving six accurate values based on vehicle
condition. This scale is well known and widely used throughout the old-car hobby. Condition
categories are thoroughly explained and depicted. Vehicles are alphabetically listed from AMC
to Volkswagen trucks, including antiques, classics, postwar, milestones, muscle cars, imports,
and light trucks. All photos are new and depict popular and exotic collector vehicles. - Provides
more than 257,000 prices for collector vehicles made from 1901 to 1995 - Portable price
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reference for old car shows - Expert advice for buying and selling collector vehicles

Examining the evolution of the popular ½-ton American pickup truck, from a basic utility
vehicle, to stylish icon and North America’s best selling vehicle, this volume focuses on
specifications, rarer makes and models, industry facts and figures, and optional
equipment, via detailed text and previously unpublished images.
Covers all Jeep models, from MB up, including Grand Cherokee, Wrangler, Cherokee,
all CJ models, Scrambler, Wagoneer, Pickups, Jeepster, and J-trucks. For Jeep fans,
Jeep owners, and even those just contemplating the purchase of a Jeep, there is no
substitute for this incredibly popular, versatile vehicle--over 3.5 million Jeeps have been
sold since 1945. And for everything you need to get the most out of Jeep ownership,
there is no substitute for Jeep Owner's Bible(TM) by Moses Ludel, recognized as the
most comprehensive, authoritative guide to the Jeep ever published. In the words of
Jeep Owner's Bible(TM) author Ludel, "For those who never intend to work on their
Jeep themselves, the Jeep Owner's Bible(TM) provides basic orientation, explains
mechanical features of Jeep 4WD trucks, offers valuable troubleshooting tips and
makes it easier to discuss repair or modification work with a professional mechanic. For
the do-it-yourselfer, Jeep Owner's Bible(TM) serves as a technical guide, model review,
and data source....Equipped with this book and a genuine Jeep factory service manual
for your model, you can accomplish quality repairs or a complete mechanical
restoration."
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Author Greg Votolato presents the intricate story of how design evolved as a profession
and a leisure activity. Votolato demonstrates that design in affluent American culture is
as much about personalization of the material world as it is about the performance and
appearance of manufactured goods. 114 illustrations.
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th
Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of
professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of
today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for
personal use.
Abandoned junk to some, the rusty old steel shells of vehicles are treasures to others,
holding memories of a bygone era, or the promise of a pristinely restored, radically
customized automobile. Automotive photographer Will Shiers has captured these
dreams on film for over ten years, and this volume collects his images between two
covers for the first time. Here are the beautiful husks Shiers has found in the United
States fields and barns, shops, and salvage yards across States. Divided into five
categories—General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Independents, and Special
Vehicles—these wrecks and relics from 1910 to the 1970s come equipped with all the
relevant information: history, model, location. The most comprehensive and beautifully
photographed collection of abandoned cars ever published, this volume preserves for
all time the exquisite skeletons of American automotive might.
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Includes Part 1, Number 1 & 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals (January - December)
Beginning with 1937, the April issue of each vol. is the Fleet reference annual.
Vols. for 1919- include an Annual statistical issue (title varies).
Includes advertising matter.

The definitive, fully illustrated celebration of an auto manufacturer that paved its own
way by going off-road is now updated to celebrate Jeep’s 80th anniversary. Few
American vehicles, or vehicles made anywhere else in the world for that matter, are as
universally iconic as the Jeep. From olive drab WWII military relics to the beloved
Wrangler with its rear-mounted spare tire, open-air design, and telltale roll cage, the
Jeep is a true classic. In Jeep: Eight Decades from Willys to Wrangler, automotive
writer Patrick R. Foster chronicles Jeep vehicle design and production from the
beginning of World War II to present. Beginning with the Jeep as a crucial component
of the American war fleet, Foster expertly recounts the corporate shifts, financial
struggles and successes, close calls, and, above all, the enduring machines that have
carried Jeep from the early 1940s to its triumphant role as a modern-day embodiment
of American perseverance. More than 200 color and black-and-white historical photos
and period advertisements complement his expertly written narrative of Jeep's entire
history, now updated to include five years of new model editions and prototypes, its
return to the pickup market, and recent stunning marketplace successes. The resulting
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book reminds us that sometimes the road less traveled was just waiting for the right
truck.
Facets of the Fifties. A reference guide to an iconic Decade of Movie Palaces,
Television, Classic Cars, Sports, Department Stores, Trains, Music, Food, Fashion and
more
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